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Let K S L be an extension of totally real number fields. We prove that their 
regulators satisfy Reg(L)> Reg(K), except for finitely many extensions L/K. We do 
this by showing Reg(L) > (1.28"/((r +2) , JT))  Reg(K), where r = [L:Q] - [K : Q], 
and Reg(L)/Reg(K) > Clog lOLl, where D L is the absolute discriminant of L and 
C > 0 depends only on [L : Q]. ~ 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
To prove lower bounds for the ratio Reg(F) /Reg(k)  of regulators 
corresponding to an extension F/k of number fields one needs a natural 
interpretation of this number. This was given by Berg6 and Martinet [1 ], 
who realized that Reg(F) /Reg(k)  is closely related to the co-volume of the 
lattice resulting from projecting O*/WF,  the units of F modulo torsion, 
onto the subspace perpendicular to k* (we regard F* /W F : R IF:Q] by the 
logarithm map). This led them naturally to define the relative regulator of 
F/k as 
Reg(F) 
Rr/k = QF/k Reg(k) '  (1.1) 
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where QF/k is the order of the torsion subgroup of O~/(WFO~) [1]. They 
proved lower bounds for RF/k that are quite good when the norm to Q of 
the relative discriminant ideal is large. In general, their bounds are of the 
form 
RF/k > ( [CQ] )  C2[F:Q], 
where C1 and C2 are absolute positive constants. They ask, however, 
whether Rr/k might be bounded below by a constant depending at most on 
[k:Q].  For the classical regulator Reg(F)= RF/Q, this was established by 
Remak [10] for F totally real and by Zimmert [13] for the general case. 
To answer Berg6 and Martinet's question, at least in the totally real case, 
we have found it more natural to prove a stronger inequality obtained by 
working with a modified form of Rr/k. Define the relative units EF/k by 
EF/~ = {e 9 O*l NormF/k(e) 9 Wk}, 
and let el, 132, . . . ,  •r be independent generators of EF/k/WF. Thus r = rF/k ~-  
rl(F ) + rz(F) - - r l (k) - rz(k) ,  where (rl, r2) is the number of (real, com- 
plex) places. Let M be the rF/k X (r~(F) + r2(F)) matrix 
M= (log I[e, LI,o), (1.2) 
where 1 <~ i <~ rF/k, O~ ranges over all the archimedean places of F, and II II,o 
is the usual normalized absolute value (so II IIo~ = I I~ if~o is complex). For 
each archimedean place v of k choose a place co v of F above v and delete 
the corresponding row from M in (1.2). Call the resulting rF/k X rF/k matrix 
M'. By definition, the regulator of relative units is 
Reg(EF/k) = Idet M'I. (1.3) 
The following (easy) theorem justifies this definition and relates Reg(EF/~) 
to RF/k in (1.1). 
THEOREM 1. 
1 Reg(F) 
Reg(EF/k)-- [0~" WkNF/k(O*)] Reg(k)' 
where Reg( E e/k ) is defined by (1.3) above and N F/k = NOrm F/k. 
Thus 
RF/k >t Reg(F) >/Reg(EF/k), 
Reg(k) 
so it suffices to prove lower bounds for Reg(Ee/k). 
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COROLLARY. 
Reg(E,/.k)>~Reg(E,.F).Reg(Eg.k) !f kcFcH.  (1.4) 
When F is totally real, Theorem 1 and a lemma of Pohst [-8] can be 
combined to prove 
THEOREM 2. 
Then the regulator of relative units of L/K satisfies 
Reg(EL/~) > 0.32 
and 
Let K~ L be an extension of totally' real number fields. 
(1.5) 
and 
Reg(L) > 0.32 Reg(K) 
1.285" 
Reg(L) > (r + 2) ~ Reg(K). 
For K= Q, Theorem 2 was proved by Pohst [8, p. 103; 9, p. 364]. The 
constant 1.285 does not appear explicitly in [8] for a good reason: it can 
be replaced by 1.406 . . . .  x/-~ log((1 + x/5)/2) as [L : K] = [L :  Q] goes 
to infinity. In our case, 1.285 also improves to 1.406 as [L : K] ~ oo. We 
note in passing that when K = Q the best lower bound known is Zimmert's, 
Reg(F) > c 1.78IF:Q]2 r~lF), (1.7) 
where e > 0 is an absolute constant (Zimmert wrote down a bound that is 
far weaker as IF :  Q]--* oo, but (1.7) follows immediately from Zimmert's 
Satz 3 [13, p. 374] on setting 7=n 1/2, in his notation). Theorem 2 is 
actually the special case E=EL/K of a lower bound on the co-volume 
associated to any infinite subgroup Ec  O* (Theorem 4). When E has rank 
1, Theorem 4 is Pohst's lemma mentioned above. The general case follows 
from the rank 1 case. 
We also prove a lower bound on Reg(EL/K) that is useful when L has a 
large discriminant. 
THEOREM 3. Let K~ L be an extension of totally real number fields. 
Denote the absolute discriminant of L by D L and let N= [ L 'Q] .  Then the 
regulator of relative units Reg(ELm) satisfies 
1"285rx/r ( xf3 ll~ ) "- 
Reg(EL/K)>(r+2) r-- , (1.8) 
where r = [L " Q] - [K '  Q]. In particular, the classical regulators atisfy 
1.285 r
Reg(EL/K) > (1.6) 
(r + 2) x/--Z' 
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where r= [ L :Q] - [K :Q]  and T is an integer satisfying O <~ T < r and 
T~< [H  : Q] - [K& H:Q]  for some proper subfield H E L. 
For K=Q,  Theorem 3 was proved by Silverman [11] in a somewhat 
weaker but more general form. Inequality (1.8) is similar to an inequality 
proved by Berg6 and Martinet [2], the main difference being a different 
value of T and our use of ]DLI instead of the norm of the relative discrimi- 
nant. A generalization of Theorem 3 to fields of arbitrary signature will 
appear in a subsequent paper. 
Theorem 2 shows that for a totally real extension F/k, 
Reg(F) >~ c Reg(k), (1.9) 
for c=0.32. It seems likely that (1.9) should hold (with a different r  
for all extensions F/k, whether totally real or not. For a special kind of 
extension F/k there is a classical conjecture that is even stronger than this. 
If k is totally real, I F :k ]  =2, and (rl(F), rE(F))=(2, r l (k ) -1 ) ,  then 
rr/~= 1, EF/k/+--1 = (7) ,  and 7 is a Salem number [4]. Conversely, every 
Salem number is a power of some such 7. If we identify 7 with its unique 
real conjugate greater than 1 (changing 7 to -7  if necessary), we have 
Reg(Er/k) = log(7) = log(Salem number). 
In the Salem number case (1.9) is not very interesting: it certainly holds 
because [O*- WkNF/k(O*)] in Theorem 1 is at least 2 ~k:Ql-3 [4] and 
log(7) > C(log([k : Q] ) -3  [5]. The interesting quantity is log(7) itself. It is 
known that log(7)<0.282 occurs for infinitely many 7 (of unbounded 
degree). No example with log(7)< 0.162 has been found and conjecturally 
there is no such 7 [3]. Since Salem numbers give rise to the low-rank case 
(rr/~ = 1) and Theorem 2 covers a high-rank case, it seems reasonable to 
hope for an absolute lower bound Reg(E~Tk)> c > 0 for all F/k. 
2. PROOFS 
We first prove Theorem 1: 
1 Reg(F) 
Reg(EF/k) = [gk : NgF] Reg(k)' (2.0) 
where we have set gr = O*/WF, N = Norme/k. We write O~F multiplicatively. 
Since d~ := EF/k/WF = ker N, we have 
~F/( ~k ~F/k ) ~ N gF/8~ F:~1. (2.1) 
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Thus 8k8~:,k has finite index in dr. and 
1 [~k "Ngr] 
Reg(F)-- [Nggr:(g~r:k]] Reg(g~gF/~) [F 'k]  ~ Reg(6~kgF/k), (2.2) 
where rk=rank(g~). Since gk C~ gr/k = {1 }, we may compute Reg(gkSF/k) 
from units q~,..., q~k and s~ ..... e~,~, generating k and g~Tk, respectively. 
Simple row manipulations using 
give 
log I1~11,~ = log IINF/k(~)II~, = 0 
y, log II~jll,~ = [F :k ]  log II~jll~, 
(o I v 
Reg(~kSr/k) = IF :k]  rk Reg(k) Reg(Er/k). 
This and (2.2) prove Theorem 1. 
Inequality (1.4) follows readily from (2.0), 
Reg(EH/k) [-OX~F : NH/F(~H) ] [~ k : NF /k (~F) ]  
Reg(EH/F) Reg(Er/k)- [gk : NH/k(eH)] 
[- ~'~F : NH/F(~H) ]  />1, 
- [NF/k(O~F) :NH/k(e.)] 
since NF/k(gF/NIr NF/k(gF)/Nwk(gH). 
Our next goal is Theorem 2, which we prove via a more general 
inequality for the co-volume associated to any subgroup E c OF*. Although 
we prove an inequality for totally real fields only, for the moment we make 
no restriction on F. We also make no restriction on the rank r E of E. Let 
S F denote the set of all embeddings of F into C. Thus RSr_~R IF:Q]. Let 
l: F* ~ R sF be the logarithmic embedding 
(l(~))~=log ]a(~)l for (reSF. (2.3) 
This is not yet the customary choice if F has complex places, but Berg6 and 
Martinet [1 ] show it to be the most convenient logarithm map. We endow 
R sr and its subspaces with the Euclidean metric 
and let 
II(xL[I 2= Z x2~ 
o'ES F 
II~lr 2 := 111(~)112= ~ (log la(e)l) 2, e~F*. (2.4) 
Cs ~ SF 
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The co-volume VF(E ) of a subgroup Ec  O* of rank r = re is by definition 
the r-dimensional volume of a fundamental parallelopiped of the lattice 
l(E). VF(E ) is usually called the determinant of the lattice l(E). If k ~ F 
and E ~ O*, then 
VF(E) = [F:  k] re/2 Vk(E). (2.5) 
We now compute the co-volume of the relative units. 
LEMMA 2.1. 
VF(EF/k) = [F : k] Ir~k)+ r2~k))/2 2~,2~k)- r2~FW2 Reg(EF/k). 
Proof 
v,~(o*. Er/k) = V,~(Ot) V~.(EF/k). 
Since l(O*) and I(EF/g) span perpendicular subspaces of R s~, 
(2.6) 
VF(O~ ) VF(EF/k)[ ~k : N~ F] 
IF : k] r* 
From (2.1) and (2.6) we find 
VF(O~ " EF/k) vF(o*) - [NSF : g [F :k ] ]  (2.7) 
Berg6 and Martinet [ 1 ] calculated for a number field H 
Vn(O*)  = [H:  Q]m 2-r2(-)/2 Reg(H). (2.8) 
The lemma now follows from (2.8), applied to H=k and H=F,  (2.5), 
(2.7), and (2.0). 
We now specialize to totally real fields. 
THEOREM 4. Let L be a totally real field and E c O* a subgroup of the 
units of L of rank r = rE > O. Let VL(E ) be the r-dimensional co-volume of 
E under the usual logarithmic embedding into R ~L:~ Then 
(i) VL(E)>(r+2)x/__  ~ ~Q] 1.406 ~ 
(ii) VL(E)> ( [L :Q](log((17r q- X//'5)/2))2) r/2' 
where Yr is Hermite's constant in dimension r = r e. 
Proof Part (i) follows from (ii) using 
?r < - + 1 F(r/2)] [7, p. 387] 
7~ 
(2.9) 
F(x) = e ~ 0 < 0 < 1 [12, p. 253]. 
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Part (ii) was proved in essence by Pohst [8; 9, p. 364]. He showed that if 
e r  is a unit of L, then 
II~H2= ~ (log 1~(~)1)2~ [L'Q](log((1 +vf5)/2))2. (2.10) 
a r S L 
This is exactly (ii) above when rE= 1. The higher-rank case follows, for by 
the very definition of Hermite's constant [7, p. 386], given E, there exists 
e 9 E, e r _+ 1, such that 
ii~,ll 2 ~ 7r VL(E) 2/r. 
A corollary of Theorem 4 and Lemma 2.1 is 
THEOREM 2. 
(i) 
Let K S L and let L be a totally real number field. Then 
>(  [L ! Q]( log(! l  + x~) /Z) )2y  ,'2 
Reg(ELm) "-" \ 7,[L:K]t / ( [L:KI  1) / , (2.11) 
where r = rL/K = [L : Q] - [K : Q] and ~', is Hermite's constant in dimen- 
sion r; 
1.285 r
(ii) Reg(EL/x)> (r+2)x/-~-,  (2.12) 
(iii) Reg(EL/K) >0.321. (2.13) 
Proof Part (i) follows directly from Theorem4(ii) and Lemma2.1. 
From (2.9) and (2.11) we have 
2 ( 1"406 ) r (2.14) 
Reg(ELm) > ~ eO/(6r)( r + 2) ~ g([L" K]) ' 
where 0<0< 1 and g(n)= (n ~':l" l ) (n -  1)/n) 1/2. One calculates g(2)= 1, 
g(3)=1.074. . . ,  g(4)=1.091. . . ,  g(5)=1.093--,  and one checks that 
g(5)/> g(n) for all n ~> 2. This and (2.14) yield (2.12). To prove (2.13) we 
use (2.11) and the known values of 7r to calculate Table I on the next page 
(for r=9,  we use  7r~TIrr--i l)/(r-2) [7, p. 410]; for r= 10, (2.9) is better). 
The table covers all cases where r~< 10, [K:  Q] ~>2. When r~> 11, (2.13) 
follows from (2.12). For K=Q,  Zimmert [13] proved Reg(L)~> 
log(1 + x~) /2 )= 0.4812..-. Hence (2.13) is proved for all L/K. 
We now aim for Theorem 3, which bounds Reg(ELm) in terms of the 
discriminant of L. 
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TABLE I 
Lower Bounds on Reg(EL/K) for Totally Real L 
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[K:Q]  
[L : K] 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
2 0.401 0.409 0.428 0.509 0.580 0.677 0.736 0.770 0.884 
3 0.321 0.377 0.414 0.430 
4 0.344 0.549 
5 0.359 
6 0.366 
LEMMA 2.2, I f  K~ L and L is totally real, then L = Q(EL/K). More 
generally, if EcEL/K has finite index in EL~K, then L=Q(E) ,  
Proof. Let H = Q(EL/K) c L. Since H contains rL/K independent units, 
rH >IrL/K = [L '  Q] -  [K :  Q]  ~> [L '  Q]/2.  
However, if H r L, this contradicts 
r ,  = [H:  Q] -  l < [L"  Q]/2.  
The same proof yields the more general statement in the lemma. 
Let the successive minima of the Eucl idean norm {2.4} on the lattice 
I(EL/K) be attained at ~,  ~2 ..... erL.x. Thus [7, pp. 195, 386] 
o< II~IL < 11~211 ~< ,.- ~< I1~,11 (2.15) 
1LI Ilcill <<- ';r VL(Ec/K) ,  r = re~K, r/2 (2.16) 
i=1  
and the group generated by the ei has finite index in EL/K. From 
Lemma 2.2 we have Q(e~ ..... erL.,K) = L. Since the size of the conjugates of ei 
can be bounded in terms of Reg(EL//~) and the ci generate L, we can bound 
the discriminant of L in terms of Reg(Ecm): 
LEMMA 2.3. Let relative units El, e2, ..., erL..x be given as above and 
assume K~L and L is totally real. Let H0--- Q, n l=Q(~l )  ..... Hi= 
Hi_ 1(~) and let T>~ 0 be the smallest integer for which Hr+l= L. Then 
1 1 
[L  Q--------~ log IDL L ~< log( [L : Q] ) + x f~L  : Q]  
T+I  
• ~ II~ell ([Hi'Hi-l]2--1) U2, 
i= l  
where D L is the absolute discriminant of L. 
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Proof This is Lemma 3.5 in [6] specialized to totally real fields. 
THEOREM 3. Assume K~ L and L is totally real. Then 
1.285 r (x/~ ilog([Dcl/N,V)ly T 
Reg(EL/K) > (r + 2) ~ N2 J ' (2.17) 
where N= [L : Q], r = [L : Q] - [K: Q], Dc is the absolute discriminant 
of L, and T is the integer in Lemma2.3. Thus 0<~ T<r and T<. 
[H:  Q] - [Kn  H : Q], where H is a proper subfield of L. 
Remark. T<[H:Q]  implies T<r.  Even more is true if [L :K]~>3. 
Then r>/2[L : Q]/3, so T< [H" Q] ~< [L" Q]/2~< 43-r, i.e., 
r 
r -T>-  if [L : K] .--> 3. 
4 
Proof By Lemma 2.3 and (2.15) 
T+I Iler+tll Ilog(IDLI/NN) <" x/3[L : Q] i:~ 
~< II~T+, II , , /~ ,  
]2 1)1/2 
( [H i "  H i  - t - -  
(2.18) 
since I-[r=+l~ [Hi " Hi- 1] = [L" Q] = N. From (2.10), (2.16), and 
Lemma 2.1, 
r ~ 7~/2[L : K] [K:Q1/2 Reg(EL/K) 
[leT+ll[r--T<~ ]q Ileif[ 1-[~=l Ileill 
i=T+I  
7~/2[ L " K] tK:Ol/2 Reg(EL/K) <<, 
([L .Q],/2 log((1 + x/~)/2)) T
<N(r_T)/2 ( r+2)  
1.285r Reg(EL/K), (2.19) 
where the last step uses (2.9), as in the proof of (2.12), and T<r .  We 
substitute (2.19) in (2.18) to obtain 
l log([Db [/N N) < N ( (r + 2) x//-~ . . . .  ,~ l / ( r - -  T )  
x/3 \ ~ KeguzL/X)} 
This is equivalent to (2.17) if lOLl ~ N u. If ]DL[ < N s, (2.17) follows from 
(2.12). 
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To prove the last statement in Theorem 3, let H= HT in Lemma 2.3. 
Then H contains the T independent units ej ..... er, which are readily 
checked to be relative units of H/HnK. Thus T~< [H"  Q] -  [HnK: Q] 
and by construction H is a proper subfield of L. 
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